
 Dress Rehearsal Feedback 
Rigor Trajectory 

1. Learning Objective / DOL / STAAR Alignment 
GBF: develop effective lesson plans 101 TEI: 1.3, 1.5, 2.1 & 2.2 
• learning objective is posted and visible, bite-

sized and  internalized by students 
• learning objective & DOL fully aligned to content 

and rigor of STAAR and DOL able to be 
completed independently  

Feedback  Stems: 
 Let’s make sure this LO is bite-sized enough to be completed in one day 
 Let’s make sure this DOL is assessing parallel content from STAAR 
 At what points will you reference throughout the lesson 
 

2. Materials Check: Does the teacher have the appropriate materials to deliver the lesson? Scripted lesson, exemplars, aggressive 
monitoring sheet, text(s), manipulatives, anchor chart, timer, etc. 

*If steps 1 & 2 are not effectively planned, exit rehearsal mode and enter side-by-side planning. 
3. I Do Alignment and Hook * 
GBF: develop effective lesson plans 101 TEI: 1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3 
• Hook meets criteria 

1. 3-5 minutes or less 
2. Connected to lesson 
3. Introduced with purpose/essential 

question 
• I Do meets 3 criteria 

1. 10 minutes or less 
2. Teacher models replicable steps or 

thinks aloud with anchor chart 
3. Students have a listening task/note-

taking task 
4. Aligned to LO and DOL 

Feedback  Stems: 
 Set your timer 
 I think you can use economy of language here… 
 This part is wordy, how can we parse it down to be clear and concise 
 Let’s use the academic vocabulary and say… 
 Can you go back and explain why you did …unpack your thinking for students 
 Reference your anchor chart here 
 How can you word that as a step students can replicate 
 How can you connect this to hook/preview challenge/previous learning 
 How do you punch the steps 
 How do you know that students have the steps 
 You can add joy-factor here by… 

4.     WE Do Alignment * 
GBF: develop effective lesson plans 101 TEI: 1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3 

• We Do meets 6 criteria 
1. 10-15 minutes  
2. 2-3 at bats 
3. Teacher gives students opportunity to 

think with multiple response strategies 
(literacy-cite text evidence) 

4. Teacher asks assessing & advancing 
questions about process & conceptual 
understanding  

5. Teacher monitors for misconceptions to 
address with the class 

6. Aligned to I Do, LO and DOL 

Feedback  Stems: 
 Set your timer 
 What MRS would best fit this point in the lesson 
 What question could you ask to prompt students to think about… 
 Don’t forget to ask for evidence 
 This doesn’t quite align to your I Do steps, how can we adjust it to better align 
 Reference your anchor chart here 
 How will you monitor students work 
 How will you give students feedback 
 How would you address this misconception 
 You can add joy-factor here by… 

5. YOU Do Alignment and Aggressive Monitoring* 
GBF: develop effective lesson plans 101 TEI: 1.1, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2 & 2.3 

• You Do meets all 4 criteria 
1. 15-20 minutes  
2. Completed independently 
3. Teacher Aggressively Monitors, giving 

feedback to students and responding to 
data 

4. Aligned to I Do, We Do, LO and DOL 
 

Feedback  Stems: 
 Set your timer 
 What MRS would best fit this point in the lesson 
 This doesn’t quite align to your I Do steps, how can we adjust it to better align 
 How will you monitor students work, what pathway will you use 
 Can you go back and punch your lap 
 Don’t forget to grab your exemplar 
 How will you give students feedback 
 How would you address this misconception 
 Try 3 F’s (Feedback, Fix it, Follow up) 
 How would you respond if only 3 students are not on track after your first 

round 
 How would you respond if 2 out of 3 of your high students are off track when 

you start your pathway 
 How would you respond if you get halfway through your pathway and you see 

a trend of this misconception 
 


